1. INTRODUCTION HIS paper describes a search for magnetic monopoles of cosmic-ray origin. The sensitivity to monopoles incident in the primary cosmic radiation or created in the atmosphere by primary particles is about one-thousand-fold greater than in a previous cosmic-ray experiment of Malkus. ' The total primary proton Aux effective in our experiment is two orders of magnitude less than the proton Aux Rev. 129, 2326 Rev. 129, (1963 . supplement this and other recent accelerator experiments' 4 because of the possibility that the monopole is present as a primary cosmic-ray particle and/or the possibility that the monopole mass exceeds 2.9 BeV, the maximum that the accelerator experiments could have revealed.
Because of the anticipated scarcity of monopoles, our experiment, like earlier ones, was designed to detect a single monopole. Such sensitivity is not dificult to achieve if the monopole indeed carries the Dirac quantum of magnetic charge, go= 68.5t. , for in that case the monopole can readily be accelerated to high energy in a moderate magnetic field, and in traversing the M. Fidecaro, G. Finocchiaro, and G. Giacomelli, Nuovo Cimento, 22, 657 {1961 A relativistic pole passing through matter should behave almost exactly like a minimum ionizing charged particle of charge 68.5e, losing energy at the rate of about 8 BeV/(g/cm'). ' ' This is an energy loss rate of about 18 BeV/cm in a typical emulsion, some twelve times greater than the energy loss rate of a 6-MeV alpha particle, and five times less than the average energy loss rate of a fission fragment. The latter two particles, of course, have short ranges in emulsion, about 25 and 10 p, , respectively; a 10 HeV monopole, on the other hand, would have a range in emulsion greater than 5000 p. A monopole in an emulsion could not be confused with any particle other than a fast heavy nucleus. This confusion could be eliminated by the study of the tapering end of the track, '4 but we have made no effort in this experiment to stop monopoles in the emulsion, relying rather on geometrical considerations for positive identification, supplemented by the intention of trapping and reusing any monopole s discovered.
C. Production of Monoyoles
The monopole production cross section, even in the simplest case -a gamma ray incident on a proton -is incalculable for two reasons. First, the monopole-photon interaction is strong. Second, the presumably large mass of the monopole causes the production to involve larger momenta (smaller distances within the proton) than have been investigated before. The following arguments are intended to give a very rough order-of-magnitude figure for the monopole pair production cross section.
The cross section for pair production of electrons of mass m and charge e in the field of a heavy charge Ze is proportional to the fundamental area cr, given by (with A= c=1) (r, =Z'e'/m'.
This may be interpreted as the probability, e', that the photon exists virtually as an electron-positron pair, multiplied by the cross section, Z'e'/m', for scattering one of the virtual electrons onto the mass shell with "R, Katz and O. R. Parnell, Phys, Rev. 116, 236 (1959) .
momentum transfer q'= -4m'. The latter factor may, therefore, be written -4Z'e'/q'. With this interpretation, it would obviously be incorrect in going over to monopole pair production simply to replace e by g and m by M, the monopole mass. Instead, we replace one factor e' by unity, and hypothesize that the fundamental area 0-for monopole pair production is
=~-IR(q') I'.
For the purpose of a numerical estimate, we assume (1) that the nuclear form factor reduction will be great enough to onset the factor Z', making the gammaproton cross section dominant; (2) that the monopole has the unit charge go such that eg= 2; (3) that production near threshold is dominant because of the shape of the primary cosmic-ray spectrum; and (4) that the monopole is substantially more massive than a proton, so that g' -23IIM» where M"is the proton mass.
These approximations lead tõ
The "theoretical" curve shown in Fig. 5 is based on Eq. (5), using the exponential form factor, F(q') =(1 -q'R'j ', with R=0.23 F. The cross section given by Eq. (5) represents little more than a guess and serves principally to emphasize that monopole pair production cross sections are probably orders of magnitude smaller than electron pair production cross sections, and depend sensitively on the assumed monopole mass.
FERROMAGNETIC TRAPPING
From the viewpoint of monopole interaction, there exists a fundamental difference between the otherwise indistinguishable magnetic fields of a current loop and a permanent magnet. A monopole is able to extract energy from the source of current by passage through the loop; however, it cannot extract energy by a corresponding passage through the permanent magnet which, without loss of generality, may be thought of as a single magnetic domain in its lowest energy state. A monopole that has been accelerated from the south to the north pole of the permanent magnet along a line of the external 8 field will conserve energy only if the field it encounters while completing its circuit through the magnet is the oppositely directed H field. Thus, it
where M& is the target mass. The area 0 must now be reduced because of the weakening of the electric held within the charged target. We postulate a simple form factor reduction, and write for the order-of-magnitude monopole pair production cross section follows from purely macroscopic considerations of energy conservation that the average force on a monopole in matter must be given by gH, not by gB ( and has a value of about 120 A for a unit pole in iron.
We calculate the trapping force on the monopole according to the following model, to be justified below.
Let the monopole of strength g be located a distance s from the interface. Pretend that the magnetization in the ferromagnetic is equal to that produced by a single image pole a(s)g at the location of the monopole (See Fig. 1 Fig. 4 . The peak 6eld is 170 kG at the center "E.Anders, Rev. Mod. Phys. 34, 287 (1962 another was a nameless neighboring ridge just east of Ragged Lake. Our aerial impressions were confirmed by a ground exploration. Brand Pinnacle, having a satisfactory magnetic outcrop, and being the more accessible of the two, was chosen as the site of the experiment.
Upon completion of the equipment in midsummer it was taken to Brand Pinnacle, and an area of about 1000 cm' of exposed magnetite vein was searched for north monopoles by subjecting it to 200 magnetic pulses. It was obviously important to be doubly sure that the magnetic field was in the correct direction to attract north monopoles from the rock. An ordinary magnetic compass served as the final arbiter on this question. Its south-seeking end was attracted to a spot on the rock that had been directly beneath the magnet, and was attracted also to the upper end of a steel file which had been magnetized in the magnet.
The pulsed magnetic field was measured in the laboratory before and after the expedition and found to retain the time variation depicted in Fig. 4 . At the site of the experiment, operation of the magnet was verified before and after each series of shots by observing that a heavy brass washer placed on the upper surface of the solenoid was thrown 30 in. vertically upward, a performance that the magnet duplicated at the time its field strength was measured after the expedition. Only one malfunction occurred when a frayed cable connection was blown off the solenoid. Our track plate technique followed closely the technique in use at the MIT High-Voltage Laboratory and we are indebted to Dr. Sperduto for help in this regard. It was our original belief that the use of relatively insensitive Kodak NTA plates would minimize background tracks and simplify scanning, and that the existing experience with these plates would permit positive track identification with a minimum of calibration exposures. Both assumptions proved unjustified. The plates were ordered so as to arrive shortly before the experiment, but turned out to have been manufactured six months earlier and stored underground at the factory. There was consequently a considerable background due to radioactive impurities. Moreover, the lack of sensitivity to secondary radiation (delta rays) produced by heavily ionizing particles made it difFicult to distinguish readily between the track density of alpha particles and fission fragments. On the basis of this experience we have decided to adopt the present technique of Pagoda of the Air Force Cambridge Research Center for all future exposures, that of preparing a far more sensitive emulsion from Ilford G-5 gel solution immediately prior to each experiment. As mentioned above, the success of monopole detection did not hinge upon track discrimination, but could have been made on purely geometric grounds. A monopole with energy above 1 BeV would have left tracks of the correct orientation and inclination through corresponding points of both emulsions, which were 50 p thick and separated by a glass plate 1.5 mm thick. The tracks would have had at least the density of low-energy alpha tracks, and their length would have exceeded the maximum possible length of such alpha tracks. In addition, the monopole would have been stopped in the iron powder pellets at the top of the chamber, whence it could have been re-extracted and reidentified by a repetition of the experiment.
The Kodak NTA plates with 50 p, emulsion were 2 in. by 10 in. in size, and identified by lot No. ASOC182T-S1-51. For each experiment, two 2 in. by 5 in. plates were cut from a single plate; each was subjected to a calibrated exposure of Po"' alpha particles (and in some cases also CP" alphas and fission fragments), and then wrapped in a single layer of black paper. The two plates were superposed for a total of eight days. They were developed three days after the experiment, along with a pair of control plates that had accompanied the expedition in a spare vacuum chamber. A profile photograph was used to determine the angle and position of the plates. The vacuum amounted to roughly 10 4 atm, and was intended only to reduce the chance of scattering. Development We may also estimate upper-limit pole-production cross sections in the atmosphere by primary protons and secondary gammas. Figure 5 shows such cross sections as a function of assumed monopole mass, based on a more conservative AT value of 3&(10" cm' sec.
We use an energy-independent proton-nucleon cross section 0(plV) assuming that in a single collision, a primary proton is degraded below the monopoleproduction threshold energy. Then the monopoleproduction cross section limit by protons on nucleons is given by 
B. Interpretation of Negative Results
The most uncertain parameter in the magnetite experiment is the age of the upper layer of rock. The penetration distance of thermal monopoles into magnetite should be much less than 1 mm. However, the top layer of rock is not pure magnetite. Monopoles should be distributed over a depth at least equal to the mean distance required to reach magnetite. The lifetime of a trapped monopole in the rock surface depends on the penetration depth, the erosion rate of the rock, and the method of erosion. Erosion by dissolving should leave the monopole behind with the more strongly ferromagnetic solid. Erosion by crumbling should carry it away. Conversations with several geologists have led us to believe that at the Brand Pinnacle site, monopoles would remain for 100 to 1000 years, the time required to erode 1 cm of rock. Taking an intermediate figure of 300 years, and using the search of 10' cm, we get an where e is the number of monopoles observed, 1V (E) is the integral primary proton spectrum" (protons/cm' sec sr), and E is the laboratory threshold kinetic energy for monopole production, E= 2M(M+2M")M", (15) n(x)dx=53 g/cm' sec sr.
The pole-production cross section is then "A. Ueda and C. B. A. McCusker, Nucl. Phys, 26, 35 (1961) .
M being the monopole mass and 3f"the proton mass.
The curve labeled pN in Fig. 5 is calculated from Eq. (15) with v=1, and 0(plV) =40 mb.
Putting together the experimental data from several sources" "on gamma rays in the atmosphere, we arrive at the following procedure to estimate the upper limit pole-production cross sections by gamma rays. The integral gamma-ray spectrum N (E,x) Lphotons/cm' sec sr at atmospheric depth x (g/cm')j has a shape approximately independent of depth, that is, it may be written N (E,x) =N (E)cx(x) . with the Bitter magnet, V= 72 cm'. If we take T=500 million years and R=1000 cm, we get (AT),elf=10" cm' sec. This suggests that the meteorite experiment may be more sensitive than the magnetite experiment. An extension of the meteorite experiment appears to be ] ustified. cross section limits labeled yS and yN" use these data and n= 1, for the two cases of a nucleon target and a N" nucleus target. 
